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l.INTRODUCTION. 

We consider the radiation 

emission by a set of ultrarelati- 

vistic charged particles which 

undergo multiple elastic 

collisions with atoms of a 

amorphous scattering medium. The 

radiation emission by a high 

energy electron-positron pair and 

an ultrarelativistic hydrogen- 

like atom in the medium is 

investigated theoretically in 

detail. 

Z.STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM. 

We consider the system of 

charged ultrarelativistic (E >> ) 
clasically fast ( Ep >) QJ’ ir?la 

radiation frequency 1 particles 

which do not interact with each 

other ( E t-l , m ~ , and ep are the 

energy, the mass and the charge 

of the particle, h=c=l 1. These 

particles enter a homogeneous, 

semi-infinite, amorphous scatter- 

ing medium. In the initial period, 

t=o, particles are located in 

the points f , f , . . . , itoN, 

and are the vyloci y; $*&, to,, . . . , 

if 
ON ’ equal to vo= [ l- irnti/EUjZ 1”’ 

They are directed under the ‘Id,,l<< 
I-- 
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({ 1 ( p=l,...,N - is the number of 

the particles ) angle to the 8 2 
vector ( vector of the inward 

normal to the boundary of the 

medium ) at t=o . Let the 

characteristic longitudinal size 

of the beam Lb be such that 

L,v;’ <i T ( the time when 

the particles move in the medium. 

3.SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM. 

The specrtal-angular distribu- 

tion of the energy emitted by 

these particles is 

d&l,, I 7 N .‘. T a, 

- =_ Re C epev .idttd7* 

p,Z/)=* 

(1) 

[fi~+p]. [?i,$,ul.expi-iWT + iff.(fy-t,+ 

+ f 
OIJJ 

-f*,) I 9 

It is the wave vector of the 

radiation field, dQ,+ is an element 

of solid angle in the direction 
fi=&/k=ft,/CI) , $p=fpttl+T’, $,=tp(ttT)y 

f,=f,( t) , $7J=$2j( t ) are coordinates 

and velocities of the particles at 

the time t+7; and t respectively, 
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T is the time scale of the radiati- conditions [2]: 

on formation (the coherence time), 

and the t is the time at which a Fk(f,‘T;) 

the radiation is emitted. il?a$P(;).Fk(t,T) = 

To calculate the observed 43% - 

spectral distribution of the 

emission energy of the particles q 
a2F,W 

in the medium, dE 0 /‘d(r) , we must 
=ae;T * 

I 
average expression (1) over all 4 

possible trajectories of the 

particles in the scattering 

matter [ 11. To solve this problem 
a F,Jt,O) 

- it is necessary to find [21 at 

two-time distribution function of 

the particles in a scattering 

medium. In the case of 

ultrarelativistic classically fast 

particles the solution of the 

2 

F,(t,O) 

problem is determined by the 

Fourier component of this function F,(O,O) = b(;-+~;-ivb 

Fk ( 3 gv t, 7; ) : 
I-1, 9 

. exp[ iI?- (f 
OlJ 

- *o+ 

dEtJ.l Q2 N T (1) ae 
i-l 

7 UP,(&*E*E-lA-J($), 
i-1 

-I?- 
dc.d 27C2 

Rez epe,/dR~d%,d?,/dtSd7 

1.L ,2)-i 
0 0 where q is the average square of 

of multiple scattering angle for a 

[&dkL]. [3tx~,y].expI-i0!2+i~. (fj,-t,P+ positron per unit of path [31, 
UlJ,(g); EP; U(g); E correspond 

to the Forier component of 
13 

“IJ- 
fo,~~~~.~~,~?~.tv. t,‘I,l the potential of interaction 

with the atom of a medium and 

The function F (is k l-1, % t,7;1 
the energy for the particles 

which number is ~1 and for the 
satisfies to the following positron respectively; fl and I$ the 
equal t i ons and the initial angle vectors which are connected 

with 
vqJ and 

i’,!$) by the 
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ordinary formulae of the theory of 

multiple scattering in a amorphous 

medium [31. 

4,RESULTS. 

The theory of radiation 

emission by the set of 

nonidentical particles which are 

scattered multiple elastic in a 

amorphous medium is developed. The 

spectral-angular distribution of 

the emission energy by these 
particles is obtained. 

The emission by an ultrare- 

lativistic electron-positron pair 

(- “dZpositran = %ectran = -1 1 
in a scattering medium is 

researched in detail. We have 
shown that the interference of 

waves emitted by the electron and 

by the positron leads to the 

suppresion of the intensity of the 

emission energy at long wave 

frequency range while at shortwave 

frequency region the interference 

effects is negligible an the value 

of the emission energy is 

proportional to the number of the 

irradiating particles. We show 
that under the certain conditions 

the emission spectrum of the 

electron-positron pair has 

overbending point which is 
situated on the frequencies in 

order of qE2mw2 . It is shown that 

the angular distribution of the 
emission energy of the 

electron-positron pair has a 

maximum which is on the emisson 

angles 4, 2 (q T)“‘. 

We consider the radiation 

emission by a hydrogen-like atom 

in a ” s t rang” scattering medium. 

We show that under the certain 

conditions (9,s q; Zi (< (q/qn)““, 

where q and Z n n are the average 

square of multiple scattering 

angle per unit path and the charge 

of the core for hydrogen-like 

atom) the spectral distribution of 

the emission energy by this atom 

has step-like view. The width and 

the height of the “step” depend 

sufficiently on the charge and on 

the mass of the core of the 

emitting hydrogen-like atom. 
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